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Abstract. Instrumental learning is regulated by two memory systems: a relatively rigid but efficient habit system and a flexible but resource-demanding goal-directed system. Previous work has demonstrated that exposure to acute stress may shift the balance between these systems toward the habitual system. In the current study, we used a 2-day outcome devaluation paradigm with a 75% reward contingency rate and altered food reward categories to replicate and extend our previous findings. Participants learned neutral stimulus–response–reward associations on the first day. On the second day, rewards were devalued by eating to satiety. Subsequently, acute stress was induced in half of the participants using the Maastricht Acute Stress Test, while the other half engaged in a nonstressful control task. Finally, relative goal-directed versus habitual behavior was evaluated in a slips-of-action phase, where more slips-of-action indicate a shift toward the habitual system. Results showed that participants successfully acquired the stimulus–response–reward associations, that devaluation was effective, and that stressed participants displayed significant increases in cortisol and blood pressure. Stress led participants to commit more slips-of-action compared with nonstressed controls. The current study extends previous work, showing that the employed paradigm and outcome devaluation procedure are boundary conditions to the stress-induced shift in instrumental responding.
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Experiencing stress seems to be an inevitable reality for most organisms, including humans. Successfully dealing with everyday stressful events is therefore of vital importance. When we experience a stressful event, it activates the autonomic nervous system (ANS) and the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. The faster ANS promotes the secretion of catecholamines (e.g., adrenaline and noradrenaline) from the adrenal medulla within seconds of the event. Although it is fast to respond, its excitation also disappears quickly. The slower HPA axis leads to the release of glucocorticoids (e.g., cortisol), reaching a measurable peak in saliva around 20–40 min after the onset of the stressful event (Dickerson & Kemeny, 2004; Joëls & Baram, 2009). Both the HPA axis and ANS complement each other in mobilizing energy, increasing blood pressure, and having numerous effects on cognitive processes that collectively aim to maximize the chance of survival. Numerous brain structures are regulated downstream by the HPA axis and ANS, including the amygdala (medial and basolateral nuclei), hippocampus, medial prefrontal cortex [ventromedial mPFC (vmPFC)], and a number of limbic structures (Hermans, Henckens, Joëls, & Fernández, 2014; Pruessner et al., 2008; Ulrich-Lai & Herman, 2009). Through this interaction, stress has been shown to affect memory processing, concurrently impairing memory retrieval and oftentimes enhancing memory consolidation (Schwabe, 2017). These effects of stress are not always consistent, and they seem dependent on a number of boundary conditions, such as time of administration (e.g., at encoding, consolidation, or retrieval, see Joëls, Fernandez, & Roozendaal, 2011; Quaedflieg & Schwabe, 2018), similarities in context of learning and the stressor...
It has recently become apparent that certain boundary conditions apply to existing paradigms. For one, participants in a traditional outcome devaluation paradigm as introduced by de Wit et al. (2007; e.g., Watson et al., 2018) are instructed to collect as many points as possible during the learning stage before devaluation, and these are earned based on task performance (speed and accuracy). However, like some have proposed (e.g., De Houwer, Tanaka, Moors, & Tibboel, 2018), this could mean that earning points is, in fact, the most important goal for participants. We therefore cannot be certain that differences in responding are, in fact, the result in a shift toward new goals of the goal-directed system or solely reflect habitual responding. Similar limitations also apply to other paradigms (see De Houwer et al., 2018; Watson & de Wit, 2018). In a recent paper, we tried to resolve some of these issues. We used two different paradigms to elicit a shift in the balance between the goal-directed and habitual system. The first study used a paradigm similar to a traditional outcome devaluation paradigm (e.g., Watson et al., 2018). In the second study, we introduced an additional behavioral devaluation procedure and occasional food rewards in the learning stage (Smeets et al., 2019). These changes (partially) resolved the reliance on points, thereby making a sole reduction in goal-directed control less likely. While both paradigms yielded similar results, stress did not unambiguously cause a shift in balance between the goal-directed and habitual systems. Only stressed participants who displayed a clear-cut cortisol response (larger than 1.5 nmol/L; see Miller, Plessow, Kirschbaum, & Stalder, 2013) displayed more responses toward devalued outcomes compared with nonstressed controls. This further indicates that acute stress-induced cortisol reactivity might be an additional boundary condition in outcome devaluation paradigms.

In this study, we aimed to replicate and extend our previous findings in three important ways. First, as acute stress promotes the formation of enduring memories by enhancing memory consolidation (e.g., Smeets, Otgaar, Candel, & Wolf, 2008) but at the same time impairs memory retrieval processes (e.g., see Shields et al., 2017), it is imperative to separate the learning and memory expression phases of instrumental learning tasks (cf., Fournier et al., 2017) by employing a 2-day instrumental learning paradigm. This also capitalizes on longer-term learning through extension of the memory consolidation time window, since this window can last up to a few hours (Dudai, 2004). Second, we allowed participants to choose their favorite types of food from two more distinct and roughly equally valued food types (crisps and chocolate). This was done to maximize the subjective reward value for the participants, therefore promoting learning and making sure both food types can be equally devalued (for an...
overview of the role of reward value in learning, see, for example, Schultz, 2015). Third, a 75% contingency rate was chosen to match the original instrumental learning paradigm by Schwabe and Wolf (2010). It is well established (e.g., Sheffield, 1949; Weinstock, 1954) that a partial reinforcement schedule like this one reduces the extinction rate of the learned associations, making them available for a longer amount of time. Partial reinforcement schedules are therefore preferred in selective devaluation paradigms and sequential decision-making tasks (e.g., Friedel et al., 2014). We expect, like in our previous work, to find a difference between the stress group (to which acute stress was administered) and the no-stress control group on the number of responses made to items associated with devalued outcomes, indicative of a shift away from the goal-directed system toward habits, but only in cortisol responders.

Method

Participants

A power analysis was done with GPower (Erdfelder, Faul, & Buchner, 1996) with power (1 – β) set at .80, α set at .05, and effect size in f set to .33 obtained from our previous study (see Study 2 in Smeets et al., 2019), for a repeated measures within-between interaction, two groups and two measurements (correlation among these of –.389, obtained from the first 25 data points). This showed that we needed a total sample size of 54. Eighty-one healthy undergraduates (20 men, 60 women, 1 unknown due to missing data) enrolled in the study. Sixteen participants were excluded (see the Statistical Analysis section), bringing the total down to 65 (18 men, 47 women), with a mean age of 22.20 (range = 18–30; SD = 2.97) and a mean BMI of 21.92 (range = 17.84–29.22; SD = 2.49). After the first testing day, participants were semirandomly allocated to either a stress group (n = 30; 6 men, 24 women) or a no-stress control group (n = 35; 12 men, 23 women). Participants who had already experienced a similar stress manipulation in the past (e.g., Socially Evaluated Cold Pressor Test, Maastricht Acute Stress Test (MAST)) were allocated to the no-stress group. Groups did not differ significantly in age (U = 513.50; p = .879), BMI (U = 488.00; p = .767), or distribution of men and women (χ²(1,N = 65) = 1.646; p = .199). Participants were screened in a semi-structured interview on having allergies or dietary restrictions for the foods present in the study and on the following factors that are known to affect the HPA axis: physical illnesses (cardiovascular or endocrine disorders, other severe illnesses such as fibromyalgia), current or recent (< 1 year ago) psychological disorders, frequent substance abuse, heavy smoking (> 10 cigarettes/day), or taking certain types of medication (e.g., psychoactive). All participants were recruited via advertisements requesting volunteers for a study that could include being in a physically or mentally demanding situation. They received a small financial compensation or partial course credit for their participation. This study was approved by the standing ethics committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Neuroscience, Maastricht University, complying with the Declaration of Helsinki (v. 2013).

Procedure

See Figure 1 for the timeline of the second day of the study. Participants were tested between 12:00 and 4:00 p.m. on both test days, but not necessarily at the exact same time. The two sessions on two consecutive days lasted for 2 hr in total (first session: 45 min; second session: 1 hr 15 min). They were asked to refrain from taking alcohol on days of testing and the previous day after 7:00 p.m. and to sleep minimally for 6 hr. To minimize variation in the saliva cortisol measures, participants were asked to not consume any food and any liquids except nonsparkling water 2 hr before testing, to not smoke and brush their teeth 2 hr before testing, to not undertake any strenuous exercise 24 hr before testing, and to not take over the counter medication the days of testing and 2 days before those.

On the first day, after reading information on the study and providing written informed consent, compliance with the guidelines was checked. After this, participants completed two visual analog scales (VAS) on their current hunger status (How hungry are you at the moment? and Do you feel like eating something tasty?; anchors: 0 = not at all hungry and not at all to 100 = very hungry and very much so). They then chose their three favorite types of chocolate snacks and three favorite types of crisps (both out of eight possible types). Types of chocolate snacks to choose from were KitKat regular (Nestlé S.A.), Bounty (Mars Inc.), Lion regular (Nestlé S.A.), Toblerone milk (Mondelez Int.), Belgian chocolates (Baronie, NV), Twix regular (Mars, Inc.), Milka milk flavor (Mondelez Int.), and Mars bars (Mars, Inc.). Types of crisps were Lay’s paprika, Lay’s classic, Doritos nacho cheese, Cheetos Nibb-it sticks, Cheetos Nibb-it rings, Bugles nacho cheese, Lay’s Wokkels paprika, and Lay’s Hamka’s (all PepsiCo, Inc.). The participants then completed eight blocks of the instrumental learning stage (see below). After each second block, a small test was taken of their knowledge of S-R-O associations. Participants were misleadingly told that if they learned the associations above a certain threshold level (not specified further), they would receive food rewards. In
realism, all participants received a small food reward (one of their chosen types of chocolate and one of the crisps, each weighing only a few grams), regardless of their performance. They then completed a VAS on their evaluation of the received food [How much do you like (i.e., enjoy the taste of) this piece of chocolate? and How much do you like (i.e., enjoy the taste of) these crisps?; anchors: O = not at all to 100 = very much]. After completing these, participants completed the same VAS on their current hunger status. All VAS scores were administered through pen and paper on a 10-cm long line.

On the second day, compliance with the guidelines was checked again. After this, a first saliva sample and their vital signs (blood pressure and heart rate; always on the right arm) were taken using an automatic blood pressure monitor (OMRON 705IT; OMRON Healthcare Europe B.V.). After the hunger VAS, participants completed two reminder blocks of the instrumental learning stage, identical to those of the first day, including the S-R-O knowledge test. Then, one of the types of food was randomly assigned to be devalued. First, it was behaviorally devalued: Participants were told that they had to eat the first amount presented to them (50 g, consisting of their three chosen types) and eat as much as possible of the second amount (200 g, until satiation). They were provided with as much water as they wanted during this phase. They then completed a VAS on their liking of their eaten food. After rinsing their mouth with water thoroughly, they completed the stress/control MAST procedure (50 min after the baseline saliva measurement). Directly afterward, their vital signs were taken and then another saliva sample, and they then completed a VAS on their experienced stress in the task (How stressful did you find the recently completed (water and counting) task to be?, How painful . . . ?, and How unpleasant . . . ?; anchors: O = not at all stressed, no pain at all, and extremely pleased to 100 = extremely stressed, worst pain imaginable, and extremely unpleasant). The stress/control MAST procedure took place after the reminder stage and behavioral devaluation, and the paradigm was optimized to have the slips-of-action stage cooccur with the expected peak in salivary cortisol elicited by the MAST (Smeets et al., 2012). Before the slips-of-action stage, the behaviorally devalued food type was now cognitively devalued: Participants were told to not respond to the devalued food type (No-go) but to still respond to the valuable food type (Go). The onset of the slips-of-action stage was approximately 5 min after the end of the MAST procedure. Afterward, their vital signs were taken and the last saliva sample (15 min after MAST), and then, the last hunger and willingness-to-eat VAS were filled out. Last, participants were fully debriefed and reimbursed for their participation.

Stress Versus No-Stress Control Procedure

The stress group was exposed to the MAST (Smeets et al., 2012) combining both psychological and physical components. After a 5-min instruction phase, participants were asked to repeatedly insert their left hand in ice-cold water (2 °C), alternated with counting backward in steps of 17 starting at 2,043 as fast and accurately as possible. Each time they made a mistake during the counting, they received negative feedback (e.g., incorrect or faster). Participants were also told they were being videotaped (having to look at their own face on the monitor). They were instructed that the recording was later used for facial analysis, while, in fact, nothing was being recorded. This stress phase lasted for 10 min.

The control group completed the placebo MAST, a validated control condition (Smeets et al., 2012, Exp. 3) that is equal in length and with similar operations as the stress MAST. Participants were asked to insert their hand in lukewarm water (36 °C) and performed a simple counting task without being videotaped (both the monitor and camera were covered, obscuring them from view) or receiving negative feedback. The counting task consisted of counting from 1 to 25, out loud in a chosen comfortable tempo, over and over again until the hand in water trial started again.

Neuroendocrine Stress Responses

Salivary cortisol was sampled via synthetic Salivette (Sarstedt®, Etten-Leur, The Netherlands) devices at the
start (t_{baseline}) and 1 and 15 min after the end of the stress/control procedure (t_{+01} and t_{+15}). Samples were stored at −20 °C immediately after collection. Cortisol levels were determined by a chemiluminescence immunoassay (IBL Intl., Hamburg, Germany) with mean intra- and inter-assay coefficients of variation <8%.

### Instrumental Learning Task

Participants performed an instrumental learning task on both days, consisting of an instrumental learning stage (including a reminder stage), a selective devaluation phase, and a slips-of-action stage. In the instrumental learning stage, participants had to learn six different S-R-O associations by trial-and-error. Participants were instructed to respond as accurately and fast as possible, thereby accumulating as many points as possible. At the beginning of each trial, a box was displayed with a block pattern on it (consisting of three black squares on a three-by-three grid; see Figure 2), after which participants had to respond with either a key press using their left index finger (“1” key on the keyboard) or right index finger (“6” key on the keyboard). Each pattern had only one correct key and one associated food (one of the six food stimuli that were chosen by the participant beforehand). For half of the boxes (i.e., 3), the “1” key was the correct key, and for the other half, the “6” key was the correct key, equally distributed. If the participant pressed the correct key, the box would open, the food would be inside the box, and they received a number of points based on their response time (ranging from 1 to 5). If they pressed the incorrect key, the box would also open, but no food would be inside and they did not receive any points. Participants were told that this stage had a 75% contingency rate, meaning that 25% of the time correct buttons would result in the incorrect button scenario. The task was self-paced, and each S-R-O combination was randomly presented four times per block, resulting in eight blocks of 24 trials, and 192 trials in total. Likewise, the reminder stage on the second testing day consisted of two blocks of 24 trials (48 trials in total). After each block, their cumulative points’ total was shown on screen. After each second block, the explicit knowledge test was administered. This test consisted of two open-ended questions per block pattern (12 in total). Participants had to indicate the correct button for each pattern (left or right) and the food that was associated with that pattern and thus inside the box during the task.

After the devaluation phase on the second testing day (see the Procedure section), participants proceeded to the

![Figure 2](https://example.com/figure2.png)
four blocks of 24 trials, and 96 trials in total. All stimuli were randomly shown four times per block again, resulting in four blocks of 24 trials, and 96 trials in total.

**Statistical Analysis**

Sixteen participants in total were excluded from the initial sample for the following reasons: Eight participants were excluded due to missing data and computer malfunction on the second day. An additional four participants were excluded for being outliers on the baseline cortisol measurement, irrespective of groups (stress n = 3, no-stress control n = 1). These were calculated using the median absolute difference (double, correcting for skewness) with a cutoff value of 3.5 (Leys, Ley, Klein, Bernard, & Licata, 2013; Rousseeuw & Croux, 1993). We excluded two participants for not learning the associations correctly according to the explicit knowledge test (no-stress control n = 2). Last, we excluded two additional participants who performed near chance level on the amount of responding on valued trials on the slips-of-action stage (stress n = 1, no stress control n = 1).

The data of the final sample (N = 65) were checked for normality with Q–Q plots, skewness values, and kurtosis values. Since the cortisol data were nonnormally distributed, they were log transformed for inferential statistical analysis. Cortisol, heart rate, and blood pressure data were analyzed with 2(Group: stress vs. control) × 3(Time: tbaseline, t01, t15) mixed ANOVAs, with Time as a repeated measure and Group as a between-subject factor. To examine the role of acute stress-induced cortisol reactivity, cortisol increases after the stress/control procedures were computed relative to cortisol baseline values. In line with previous studies (Smeets et al., 2019), participants in the stress group were characterized as cortisol responders when displaying a cortisol increase equal to or larger than 1.5 nmol/L (Miller, Plessow, Kirschbaum, & Stadler, 2013) and as nonresponders when having an increase smaller than 1.5 nmol/L. This resulted in a group distribution of 23 cortisol responders and 7 cortisol nonresponders. Group allocation was then confirmed by calculating the Area Under the Curve with respect to increase (AUCi; Pruessner, Kirschbaum, Meinschmid, & Hellhammer, 2003) for each participant individually, as a single measure of the total cortisol concentration from baseline. The following formula was used to compute AUCi: {[(tbaseline + t01)/2] × 50} + {[(t01 + t15)/2] × 15} – [tbaseline × (50 + 15)]. We then performed a three-level (ResponderGroup: cortisol responders vs. cortisol nonresponders vs. controls) univariate ANOVA to test whether the groups differed on their total cortisol concentration from baseline (AUCi).

Learning rates for the S-R-O associations were assessed using mixed ANOVAs for group on the learning stage using a 2(Group) × 8(BlockLearning: B1–B8). We analyzed reminder stage learning rates similarly using a 2(Group) × 2(BlockReminder: B1–B2) mixed ANOVA. For both the learning and reminder stages, we assessed whether there was a difference if we split up the stress group into cortisol responders and cortisol nonresponders using 3(ResponderGroup) as a between-subject factor instead of 2(Group). Last, to confirm these learning rates, the same analyses were run on the explicit knowledge test presented after each second block. The number of questions correct per test after each second block (maximum of six questions correct) were analyzed with two mixed ANOVAs, namely, one for the questions on the correct button and one for the questions for the food inside the box. These mixed ANOVAs were run for both 2(Group) and 3(ResponderGroup).

Effectiveness of the devaluation procedure was determined by assessing the amount eaten during devaluation and hunger- and willingness-to-eat ratings on a VAS. These were analyzed using 2(Group) and 3(ResponderGroup) univariate ANOVAs for amount eaten and 2(Group) × 2(Time: predevaluation vs. postdevaluation) and 3(ResponderGroup) × 2(Time: predevaluation vs. postdevaluation) mixed ANOVAs for both hunger- and willingness-to-eat ratings.

The balance between habitual and goal-directed responses was assessed through percentage responses made in the slips-of-action stage using 2(Group: stress vs. control) × 2(Value: devalued vs. valuable) and 3(ResponderGroup) × 2(Value: devalued vs. valuable) mixed ANOVAs. Reaction times per group were checked with mixed ANOVAs for anomalies for all stages (learning, reminder, slips-of-action). Greenhouse–Geisser corrected p values are reported when sphericity assumptions are violated, and the Holm–Bonferroni method was used to correct for multiple comparisons in simple effects and follow-up tests (Holm, 1979).
Results

Neuroendocrine Stress Responses

Cortisol responses can be seen in Figure 3A for the stress and no-stress control groups. We found a significant difference between the stress and no-stress control group in stress responses across the different time points (Group × Time interaction: $F_{(1,358), 85.583} = 28.924, p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .315$), with only the stress group showing a significant increase across the different time points. Simple effects showed that groups did not differ significantly on $t_{\text{baseline}}$ ($F_{(1, 63)} = .339, p_{\text{corrected}} = .563$), but the stress group showed a higher cortisol response than no-stress controls on both $t_{+01}$ ($F_{(1, 63)} = 10.579, p_{\text{corrected}} = .004$) and $t_{+15}$ ($F_{(1, 63)} = 37.353, p_{\text{corrected}} < .001$). Likewise, cortisol responders (see Figure 3B) differed from cortisol nonresponders and no-stress controls on their AUCi value (ResponderGroup: $F_{(2, 62)} = 17.631, p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .363$). Follow-up tests showed a higher AUCi value in cortisol responders compared to no-stress controls ($F_{(1, 56)} = 26.594, p_{\text{corrected}} < .001$) and cortisol nonresponders ($F_{(1, 28)} = 13.791, p_{\text{corrected}} = .002$), who did not differ from each other ($F_{(1, 40)} = 1.819, p_{\text{corrected}} = .185$).

See Table 1 for the results of the analyses of the diastolic blood pressure data. A significant interaction was found for both Group and ResponderGroup (Group × Time interaction: $F_{(1,422)} = 4.501, p = .024$, $\eta^2_p = .013$), not on $t_{\text{baseline}}$ ($F_{(1, 63)} = 7.471, p_{\text{corrected}} < .001$), for both Group and ResponderGroup (Group × Time interaction: $F_{(1,358), 85.583} = 28.924, p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .315$), with only the stress group showing a significant increase across the different time points. Simple effects showed that groups did not differ significantly on $t_{\text{baseline}}$ ($F_{(1, 63)} = .339, p_{\text{corrected}} = .563$), but the stress group showed a higher cortisol response than no-stress controls on both $t_{+01}$ ($F_{(1, 63)} = 10.579, p_{\text{corrected}} = .004$) and $t_{+15}$ ($F_{(1, 63)} = 37.353, p_{\text{corrected}} < .001$). Likewise, cortisol responders (see Figure 3B) differed from cortisol nonresponders and no-stress controls on their AUCi value (ResponderGroup: $F_{(2, 62)} = 17.631, p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .363$). Follow-up tests showed a higher AUCi value in cortisol responders compared to no-stress controls ($F_{(1, 56)} = 26.594, p_{\text{corrected}} < .001$) and cortisol nonresponders ($F_{(1, 28)} = 13.791, p_{\text{corrected}} = .002$), who did not differ from each other ($F_{(1, 40)} = 1.819, p_{\text{corrected}} = .185$).

Instrumental Learning Stage

Performance increased significantly over the eight learning blocks (BlockLearning: $F_{(3,941), 244.360} = 106.105, p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .631$). All groups reached near-ceiling levels of accuracy around the seventh block and remained high afterward (see Figure 4). Reaction times decreased similarly across all groups in the learning stage as expected (Block: $F_{(2,736), 169.648} = 41.856, p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .403$), indicating that all groups successfully acquired S-R-O contingencies. This was confirmed by analysis of the explicit
knowledge test that was done on the correct button (Block: $F(2.265, 142.664)=4.458, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .041$) and on the outcome food (Block: $F(2.526, 159.109)=110.581, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .637$).

There was no significant difference between the stress group and no-stress control group in the percentage of responses that were correct in the instrumental learning stage (Group × BlockLearning interaction: $F(3.941, 244.360)=1.251, p = .290, \eta^2_p = .020$). When comparing cortisol responders, cortisol nonresponders, and no-stress controls, the same pattern was found (ResponderGroup × BlockLearning interaction: $F(7.843, 239.201) = .908, p = .509, \eta^2_p = .029$; BlockLearning: $F(3.921, 239.201) = 61.456, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .502$; see Figure 4).

**Reminder Stage**

Similar to the learning stage, for the reminder stage on Day 2, accuracy remained high across all groups, and there was no difference in the explicit knowledge test, indicating that participants successfully retained the S-R-O contingencies. For the percentage correct responses, the Group × BlockReminder interaction was significant ($F(1, 63) = 5.074, p = .028, \eta^2_p = .075$). Follow-up simple effects revealed that there were no significant group differences on Block 1 ($F(1, 63) = 2.283, p_{corrected} = .272, \eta^2_p = .035$) nor on Block 2 ($F(1, 63) = 2.48, p_{corrected} > .999, \eta^2_p = .035$). There were also no differences between responders, nonresponders, and no-stress controls (ResponderGroup × BlockReminder: $F(2, 62) = 2.646, p = .079, \eta^2_p = .079$).

**Devaluation**

See Table 2 for the results of amount eaten and hunger- and willingness-to-eat VAS ratings. Both hunger VAS (Time: $F(1, 61) = 71.554, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .540$) and willingness-to-eat VAS (Time: $F(1, 61) = 46.312, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .432$) decreased significantly after devaluation, indicating that it was successful in all groups. For Group analysis, both hunger VAS (Group × Time interaction: $F(3.941, 244.360)=1.251, p = .290, \eta^2_p = .020$) and willingness-to-eat VAS (Group × Time interaction: $F(3.921, 239.201) = 61.456, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .502$; see Figure 4).
Table 2. Mean amount of food eaten during devaluation in grams, pre- and postdevaluation hunger, and willingness-to-eat ratings (0–100) of the stress and no-stress control group (SE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control group (n = 35)</th>
<th>Stress group (n = 30)</th>
<th>Responder group (n = 23)</th>
<th>Nonresponder group (n = 7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amount of food eaten</td>
<td>85.73 (7.65)</td>
<td>69.37 (5.23)</td>
<td>72.35 (6.51)</td>
<td>59.57 (5.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predevaluation hunger</td>
<td>66.39 (4.23)</td>
<td>62.65 (4.38)</td>
<td>63.78 (5.04)</td>
<td>58.93 (9.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postdevaluation hunger</td>
<td>33.18 (3.74)</td>
<td>35.68 (4.16)</td>
<td>36.09 (4.25)</td>
<td>34.36 (11.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predevaluation willingness-to-eat</td>
<td>73.56 (3.65)</td>
<td>68.33 (4.12)</td>
<td>68.87 (4.74)</td>
<td>66.57 (9.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postdevaluation willingness-to-eat</td>
<td>45.55 (4.21)</td>
<td>45.57 (4.56)</td>
<td>47.24 (5.25)</td>
<td>40.07 (9.57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Time interaction: $F_{(2, 60)} = .412, p = .664, \eta^2_p = .014$ and willingness-to-eat VAS (Group × Time interaction: $F_{(2, 60)} = .316, p = .731, \eta^2_p = .010$) were not significant. There was no significant difference in amount eaten resulting from both Group ($F_{(1, 63)} = 3.259, p = .076, \eta^2_p = .049$) and ResponderGroup ($F_{(2, 62)} = 1.923, p = .155, \eta^2_p = .058$) ANOVAs.

**Slips-of-Action Stage**

See Figure 5A for the results of the slips-of-action stage in the stress and no-stress control groups. A significant difference between the stress and no-stress control groups was obtained when comparing the balance between responding to valuable and devalued outcomes (Group × Value: $F_{(1, 63)} = 7.677, p = .007, \eta^2_p = .109$). Simple effects revealed that in comparison to nonstressed controls, stressed participants made more responses toward devalued outcomes ($F_{(1, 63)} = 6.256, p_{corrected} = .030, \eta^2_p = .081$) and fewer responses toward still valuable outcomes ($F_{(1, 63)} = 5.194, p_{corrected} = .026, \eta^2_p = .076$). We also found a significant difference (see Figure 5B) between the no-stress controls, cortisol responders, and cortisol nonresponders on making responses toward still valuable and devalued outcomes (ResponderGroup × Value: $F_{(2, 62)} = 4.114, p = .021, \eta^2_p = .117$). Follow-up tests revealed that no effects survived Holm-Bonferroni correction, neither for valuable outcomes (nonresponders vs. responders: $F_{(1, 28)} = .005, p_{corrected} = .943$; controls vs. responders: $F_{(1, 56)} = 5.257, p_{corrected} = .128$; controls vs. nonresponders: $F_{(1, 40)} = 2.627, p_{corrected} = .452$) nor for devalued outcomes (nonresponders vs. responders: $F_{(1, 28)} = .451, p_{corrected} > .999$; controls vs. responders: $F_{(1, 56)} = 6.918, p_{corrected} = .066$; controls vs. nonresponders: $F_{(1, 40)} = 2.544, p_{corrected} = .356$).

**Discussion**

In this study, we further modified the slips-of-action paradigm in an attempt to replicate previous findings, showing that a slips-of-action paradigm can be used to shift the balance toward habitual responding and/or away from goal-directed responding after acute stress (Fournier et al., 2017; Smeets et al., 2019). We also attempted to extend these findings by investigating boundary conditions, specifically testing a two-day paradigm, introducing a 75% contingency rate, and asking participants their favorite foods beforehand. Participants learned the S-R-O associations as well as revealed by their accuracy and reaction time across the blocks, reaching a high level of accuracy in the last few blocks. We observed similar patterns in the reminder stage, showing that a 2-day paradigm is viable, since all groups remembered the associations sufficiently after the learning stage. In accordance with previous studies (e.g., Quaedflieg, Meyer, van Ruitenbeek, & Smeets, 2017; Quaedflieg, Stoffregen, Sebalo, & Smeets, 2019; Shilton, Laycock, & Crewther, 2017; Smeets et al., 2012), participants exposed to the MAST showed a significant increase in salivary cortisol compared to the no-stress control group, on both $t_{.01}$ and $t_{.15}$, and no group differences were observed on $t_{baseline}$. The devaluation was successful in all groups: We observed a decrease in willingness-to-eat and hunger ratings after the devaluation procedure. In the slips-of-action stage, participants in the stress group made fewer responses toward obtaining valuable outcomes. More importantly, they also made more responses toward obtaining devalued outcomes, thereby indicating a shift in the balance toward habitual responding and/or away from goal-directed responding. Additionally, we observed that acute stress-induced cortisol reactivity plays a role in this shift since cortisol responders, cortisol nonresponders, and no-stress controls differed in their number of responses made toward valuable and devalued outcomes.

The current results accord well with previously mentioned studies, showing that acute stress induces a shift away from goal-directed control and toward habitual control (Fournier et al., 2017; Schwabe & Wolf, 2010, 2011; Smeets et al., 2019; Wirz et al., 2018). Additionally, we observed that stress-induced cortisol reactivity plays a role in this shift in balance. This corresponds to our previous findings (Smeets et al., 2019) and another recent study, showing that acute stress exposure postlearning was associated with better retrieval of S-R memories (Goldfarb,
It should be noted that in both experiments of our previous study (Smeets et al., 2019), cortisol responders made significantly more responses toward devalued outcomes relative to nonresponders and no-stressed controls, with the (stressed) nonresponder group descriptively making the fewest responses. In contrast, in the current study, the stress group as a whole responded more often toward devalued outcomes compared to no-stressed controls while there were less marked differences between responders and nonresponders. This could be explained by the fact that in our 2019 study, cortisol levels of the cortisol responder group were already significantly higher at the start of the slips-of-action phase compared to those of cortisol nonresponders. In contrast, in the current study, cortisol levels were only significantly elevated in the cortisol responder group just after the slips-of-action phase. Thus, the less pronounced difference between cortisol responders and nonresponders in responding toward devalued outcomes in the current study could be attributed to smaller differences in cortisol levels. It therefore further highlights the previously drawn conclusion (Smeets et al., 2019) that stress-induced cortisol reactivity may play a crucial role in shifting the balance between the two systems of responding in instrumental learning.

It is important to note that outcome devaluation paradigms have inherent limitations of their own and that not all induce significant results. For example, Watson and de Wit (2018) were unable to elicit habitual responding through overtraining in five separate studies. Moreover, recently, it has been suggested that these paradigms do not measure habitual behavior per se but are an approximation of the degree of involvement of the goal-directed system (De Houwer et al., 2018; Foerde, 2018; Watson & de Wit, 2018; see also Ossewaarde et al., 2011). In their paper, De Houwer and colleagues (2018) rightly state that outcome devaluation paradigm essentially requires an absence to show habit formation. Namely, habits are reflected by an insensitivity to devaluation, and therefore, no effect of devaluation on pressing toward devalued outcomes would demonstrate perfect habitual performance. However, we cannot be sure that the absence of change is not due to other factors, such as a reduction in influence of the goal-directed system, or a change in strategy. In other words, current paradigms seem unable to deduce whether responding to devalued outcomes is caused by a strong habit system or a weak goal-directed system. Others corroborate this (Foerde, 2018; Watson & de Wit, 2018), and an fMRI study of Ossewaarde et al. (2011) demonstrated that acute stress reduced reward-related responses in an area associated with goal-directed control (vmPFC) rather than influencing the striatum. Current paradigms do however seem able to estimate the balance between the

---

**Figure 5.** (A) Performance on the slips-of-action stage for the no-stress control group and stress group in mean percentage responses made for valuable and devalued outcomes separately (±SE). Habitual responding is indicated by a higher number of responses made toward devalued outcomes. (B) Performance on the slips-of-action stage for the no-stress control group, cortisol nonresponders, and cortisol responders in mean percentage responses made for valuable and devalued outcomes separately (±SE). Habitual responding is indicated by a higher number of responses made toward devalued outcomes.
two systems, as illustrated by numerous fMRI studies using these paradigms (e.g., Watson et al., 2018). Likewise, our results show that stress versus control as well as responder versus nonresponder versus control comparisons led to significant differences in response rates toward valuable and devalued outcomes. Namely, participants exposed to acute stress appear to press more toward devalued outcomes compared to no-stress controls. This seems to fit well in the current discussion of habitual behavior, as our findings could be explained in light of a decreased involvement of the goal-directed system, an increased involvement of the habit system, or likely a combination of both. As Watson and de Wit (2018) have suggested, other manipulations are needed in combination with overtraining to further explore a decreased involvement of the goal-directed system, such as time pressure, acute stress induction, or a concurrent cognitive load. Indeed, our setup was not optimized to correctly compare reaction times, so future studies into a potential speed-accuracy trade-off in outcome devaluation tasks should be conducted.

The current study has a number of specific limitations. First, we included women who used and women who did not use hormonal contraceptives and did not control for menstrual phase in female participants, which is known to affect cortisol responses to acute stress (Kudielka, Hellhammer, & Wüst, 2009), and may also have influenced the stress-induced shift in balance between goal-directed and habitual responding. Future research could clarify the role of hormonal contraceptives and menstrual phase in outcome devaluation paradigms by considering it in the design of the study. Furthermore, we unfortunately did not record willingness-to-eat ratings for both food types individually, so it is difficult to assess a potential improvement in a specific devaluation of one of the food types but not the other (even though devaluation did successfully affect responding in the slips-of-action stage). Last, dividing the stress group into cortisol nonresponders and cortisol responders inherently reduces the number of participants in each group, thereby reducing power. This could also play a role in none of our follow-up comparisons in the slips-of-action stage surviving stringent statistical correction.

It is nevertheless important to study the effects of acute and chronic stress on instrumental learning more systematically, especially in clinical groups. A number of studies have indicated that, for example, in eating disorders, such as binge eating disorder and bulimia nervosa, the balance between habitual and goal-directed responding is distorted. Additionally, brain areas are altered such as the orbitofrontal cortex and striatum associated with the two systems and induce a hyporesponsiveness to food stimuli but devalue the actual reward value (Balodis, Grilo, & Potenza, 2015; Berner, Winter, Matheson, Benson, & Lowe, 2017; Voon et al., 2015). In addition, stress is a major risk factor for developing these disorders and seems to be involved in maintaining it (e.g., Razzoli, Pearson, & Crow, 2017; for an overview of these principles in binging disorders, see Hartogsveld, Quaedflieg, van Ruitenbeek & Smeets, 2020). Taken together, this study shows that altering specific characteristics of the outcome devaluation paradigm, such as contingency rate, does not seem to change the significant impact of acute stress on the balance between habitual and goal-directed responding. It also shows that a 2-day paradigm can be safely employed, since the effects of acute stress seem robust against changes to the learning stage. Note that our results demonstrate an effect of acute stress on both valuable and devalued outcomes, variables traditionally implicated in goal-directed and habitual responding, respectively. This illustrates the need for systematic research in the exact role of each system, as recently discussed by a number of authors (De Houwer et al., 2018; Foerde, 2018; Watson & de Wit, 2018). Future research may thus focus on investigating the exact role of instrumental conditioning, habitual responding, and stress in developing and maintaining (eating) disorders and on creating a new paradigm that can disentangle the roles of the goal-directed and habit systems.
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